Refuse ANY Roadblock Avoidance DS Maintain 

Cabal of people
Roadblock Avoidance

• Added RedHat Local resolution improvement
• Defines the quick test with easy grading
• Talks about detection of Algorithm support

• addresses last call comments DONE unless you have stylistic comments in the next 96 hours!
Refuse ANY

- Two solutions documented
  - One (or more) RRsets
  - Generate HINFO on the fly
- DNSSEC issues addressed
Running code: ANY != ALL

- NSD has “MX + A + AAAA”
  - A patch to do only single set submitted
- CloudFlare: HINFO since October 2015
- Bind has pending patch that Tony Finch wrote while under attack
- ==> ready for WGLC
Maintain DS

- 01 contained major changes
- 02 minor text fixes
- In WGLC